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public seating designers

layout planners

research and development

installation specialists

project management

Blitz Cinema, Pacific Place, Jakarta Indonesia

Imax London, United Kingdom

Downtown East, Singapore

Mirdiff Mall, Dubai, UAE

public seating consultants and advisors
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Roma

Milano

Turino

Ferco’s long history with the manufacture and installation of cinema seating has 
provided the knowledge to create a special line of high end or luxury cinema 
seating as the demands and expectations of the general public grows. 

Currently being installed in many Gold and Platinum Class movie theatres as well as 
Home Theatres, our Premium seating range is the luxury extension of our Paragon 
range. More spacious and with silent electric motorised recliners, this range brings 
all aspects of home comfort into the commercial cinema environment with all 
seats designed to withstand the requirements of full contract use.

Max

Verona

The PROBAX Option:

Ferco is licensed by NuBax 
to incorporate the PROBAX 
technology into our
seating range to enhance our 
ergonomic lumbar support with an 
additional support embedded into 
our seat cushions which will naturally 
rotate and align the pelvis to maintain 
a healthy comfortable upright seating 
posture.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The standard Milano incorporates a rocker back mechanism 
which allows the user’s weight to recline the back to the 
optimum angle.

MIlano fixed seat

Rockerback backrest

Milano Twin seater with optional side 
table

Milano Twin seater with retractable 
intermediate arm
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MILANO
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Dubai Marina Mall, UAE

Blitz Pacific Place, Indonesia

Macau Galaxy, China

Milano (Link seat) Milano Twin
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Building on the success of the Milano, we have expanded 
the range to include silent electric motors to provide 
powered reclining and footrest operations.
 
The Motorised Milanos are available floor fixed or on a 
rotating base for personal use.

MILANO WITH MOTORISED 
FOOTREST

This option has a single motor for 
the footrest only. 

MILANO WITH DUAL MOTOR
(Freestanding swivel base)

This option has two independent motors, one each 
for the backrest and the footrest. 
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Cathay West Coast Mall, Singapore

CINEMA ONLY
MILANO WITH MOTORISED FOOTREST

Designed to add a little luxury to cinemas which 
have a limited tier depth. Backrest can be fixed or 
rockerback. 

CINEMA ONLY:
MILANO WITH DUAL MOTOR 
(Semi recline)

Designed for the gold class cinema to allow a semi 
recline position.

HOME THEATRE ONLY : 
MILANO WITH DUAL MOTOR 
(Full recline)

For home use, the milano has a free standing swivel 
base that is easily moved and adjusted within a 
home setting. The back recliner mechanism can also 
be extended fully into a sleep position. 
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Similar in design to the Milano, the Max’s lateral pedestal structure allows additional 
support to incorporate an intermediate table.

The Max is also a Ferco Active Seat which incorporates an Active Sound System to greatly 
enhance the response to low frequency sounds. This allows you to “feel” the advancing 
dinosaurs as they stomp through the jungle or the rumble of the alien robots as they 
attack the defenders in their bunkers. It also improves the music in movies, producing 
the experience the director intended in the first place.

The system works directly off the original Dolby Soundtrack without the need for 
additional encoding. A separate amplifier provides power to the actuators on each seat 
to provide a truly immersive sound experience. 

Max
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MAX

Optional LED Lighting

Built in cupholder

Intermediate table

Abu Dhabi Marina Mall, UAE
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Roma fully upholstered with leather

Contemporary in design, the Roma’s wide seat frame generously 
provides more room whilst incorporating a reclining mechanism which 
opens out with a fully reclining back with extending legrest. Silent in 
operation it requires no additional effort other than a push of a button 
to operate. 

 

Available as a twin seater with 
individual electric motors
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ROMA

LED backlit control button
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Single or twin seat

Macau GalaxyHome Theater in Australia

Roma Roma Twin
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Verona single seater

The Verona brings luxurious home comfort to the modern cinema. Available 
as a single seater, a twin seat or as a link seat with shared armrests, this plush 
electric recliner has 2 individual motors which control the footrest and the 
backrest separately, using a state of the art LED control panel, allowing any 
user to adjust their reclining position exactly to their own comfort level. 
Designed to withstand public use, steel frames form the internal framework 
to ensure strength and durability. The built in cupholders can also be 
upgraded to become sturdy swivel tables which can be pushed aside in a 
single movement allowing unobstructive access to the chair.  

Verona Twin 

Verona Twin with optional fixed 
intermediate table and concealed 
storage compartment
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VERONA

890 

1490 ( TWIN SEAT )

1540 ( TWIN SEAT WITH TABLET )
1790 ( TWIN SEAT WITH INTERMEDIATE TABLE)

950 

1560 

Fixed intermediate table and concealed 
storage compartment

Built in cupholder

Verona Verona Twin

Optional swivel table

LED Control Panel
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Turino fully upholstered with semi aniline 
leather

The Turino is the quintessential Gold Class seat. 
Built like a deluxe sofa it’s classic style allows it to 
blend into the most simple living room  or the most 
lavish state of the art home theatre. Like the Roma, 
it’s slient electric recliner mechanism provides a 
smooth glide to transform the seat into the most 
luxurious cinema chair. 

Available as a twin seater with 
individual electric motors
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TURINO
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Home Theatre in Taiwan

More Cinema Russia Home Theatre, Malaysia

Elements Grand Cinema, Hong Kong

Paragon Turino Paragon Turino Twin



Ferco Seating Systems

United Kingdom

Unit 28
Atcham Business Park
Shrewsbury, SY4 4UG

Tel:  +44 (0) 8458 123 100
Fax:  +44 (0) 8458 123 101

info@fercoseating.co.uk
www.fercoseating.co.uk

Malaysia

No.7 Jalan Sungai Besar 26/7
Section 26, 40400 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel:  +60 (0) 3 5191 3233
Fax:  +60 (0) 3 5192 9313

marketing@fercoseating.com
www.fercoseating.com

Singapore

120 Hillview Avenue
#04-04 Kewalram Hillview,
Singapore 669594

Tel: +65 6760 8383
Fax:  +65 6760 7503

UAE

Plot No. 247 - 125
Shed 1 & 2 Al Qusais
Industrial Area 4
PO Box 233962, Dubai UAE 

Tel: +971 (0) 4 2586433 
Fax:  +971 (0) 4 2586533


